
Telling your program story

Session #1: Storytelling strategies for 
improved reporting

Salvatore Postiglione, Motiv aus dem Decamerone (1906). Public domain. 



Overview of the series
# 1: Storytelling 
strategies for 
improved reporting

● Report structure
● What questions are 

useful? What 
questions are 
missing?

● Different sources for 
reporting

# 2: Infographics and 
the visual display of 
information

● How do reports 
connect to tell a 
flowing story?

● Using color coding. 
● Use of infographics. 
● Find the media to 

showcase your 
program. 

# 3: Frame your 
measures to tell the 
story you want

● How to talk about 
advocacy in the report.

● Why does *this* 
partnership matter?

● The report as a 
learning tool. How to 
articulate it with annual 
plan and evaluation 
plan. 



Why do we evaluate and report?

The essence of the movement lays in sharing what we know. 

At the movement organization’s level, this means exchanging 
knowledge on process, programs and projects, what works and 

how, to achieve the movement’s goals. 



Why do we evaluate and report?

the movement 

to donors all over 
the world

evaluate and report for 
accountability to the movement

to partners all 
over the world

At the movement level...



Why do we evaluate and report?

knowledge sharing

track and measure 
activities

report to ensure 
learning

exchange knowledge on process, programs 
and projects, what works and how

At the movement organization level...



Why do we evaluate and report?

achieve movement 
goals... 

...and tell our stories 
to the world
find the stories that talk about the 
values we work for

knowledge exchange

evaluate + report

At the movement, organization and global level...



The basic elements

Background goals

Activities / Process / Targets

Outcomes

Conclusions

Next steps

Appendix

Context description

Rising action (i.e., chain of events)

Climax

Falling action

Resolution

Credits

Report Story



The basic elements
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The work you do on a regular basis can help you find the stories you want.

Using different sources

Blogposts

Interviews

Surveys

Pictures, 
videos & 
audio

Data



The work you do on a regular basis can help you find the stories you want.

Using different sources

Blogposts Interviews

The blogs you write may talk about an 
event, a process or describe a program’
s progress. 

Talk to the people who participate in your 
program: What brought them there? Why is 
it important for them? How is what they do 
related to the movement?

Use them as links in the report 
for further reading. These quotes provide meaning 

and depth to numbers. 



The work you do on a regular basis can help you find the stories you want.

Using different sources

Surveys Pictures, videos & audio

This resource helps you have an overall 
look of the audience you address in your 
activities. How many people might come 
back? What did they like best? 

What does your program or project look 
like?

Take pictures of 
your activities 
and share them 
when reporting.

Include outreach 
videos or any 
other media.Surveys can provide the overall 

numbers of your programs and 
projects. Find examples on meta:

Grants:Evaluation/
Reporting and Storytelling

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:Evaluation/Reporting_and_Storytelling
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:Evaluation/Reporting_and_Storytelling


Case study: Wikimedia Estonia
Instead of reporting all of the details involved 
in how the project was conducted, WMEE 
reports key factors that blocked or enabled 
a project. 

We can learn more in the 
backup links.

Short description tells what 
the project is, who is involved 

and why it is important.

Analysis tells me what 
the outcomes mean.

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:PEG/WM_EE/2013/Report
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:PEG/WM_EE/2013/Report


Case study: WM Czech Republic
The blogpost shares best 
practices for other small chapters 
who might plan similar programs.

How can the program / project 
you coordinate become a 
learning process for others?

Take a step back and look 
again: what are the overall 
lessons you learned, that can 
be useful to others?

TIPS

https://blog.wikimedia.org/2013/06/26/starting-an-education-program-for-small-chapters/
https://blog.wikimedia.org/2013/06/26/starting-an-education-program-for-small-chapters/


Case study: Wikimedia Argentina
By interviewing an 
edit-a-thon participant 
(who donated part of 
her estate to 
Commons)  WMAR 
brings out the 
importance of 
socializing an archive, 
and how it matters to 
the local history.

https://outreach.wikimedia.org/wiki/GLAM/Newsletter/July_2013/Contents/Special_story
https://outreach.wikimedia.org/wiki/GLAM/Newsletter/July_2013/Contents/Special_story


Other resources

Wikimedia Mexico’s guide to writing a report (in Spanish). This guide has very useful information on how 
and why to write a report, what are the key questions and steps you need to check when writing a report. 
(Thanks to Iván Martínez - user:ProtoplasmaKid- for sharing!)

Wikimedia Deutschland Chapters Dialogue project (in English). This page is a great example of how to 
organize a report, use visual resources and designing different parts to tell the story. 

Program resources on the Evaluation portal (available for translation). This page will give a set of 
resources on setting goals, metrics and tools to measure around the most common Wikimedia 
programs. 

Reporting & Storytelling page on Meta (available for translation) Find in this page the future meet ups. 
We will soon post new tollkits to help you develop narrative strategies. 

Share what you know through a Learning Pattern (available for translation) Capture your learning 
processes with a Learning Pattern you can share with the community. 

Wikimedia Estonia's guide to writing a reports and proposals (in English). This guide outlines the best 
practices developed by the chapter in report and grant proposal writing. (Thanks to Kaarel Vaidla for 
sharing!)

https://mx.wikimedia.org/wiki/Propuesta:Elaboraci%C3%B3n_de_reportes
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Chapters_Dialogue
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:Evaluation/Program_resources
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:Evaluation/Reporting_and_Storytelling
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:Learning_patterns
https://docs.google.com/a/wikimedia.org/document/d/1t74M_Y3jOEFQwiW2DPp4WKL440C5HRnwgSSOZ5MfKxQ/edit

